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SUMMARY 
During a period of one year children at an institution in Suva, Fiji 
were provided with high quality story books and were read to 
regularly from these books. Those children in the group who were at 
Primary School were tested at the beginning of the year and at the 
end of the year to assess educational gains. Good progress was 
made by all except a small group of male non readers. Anecdotal 
evidence of behaviour indicated beneficial changes in many aspects 
of the children's social and emotional lives. 

INTRODUCTION 

Books are part of life for many fortunate children in many cultures 
and most parents, teachers and educators realise that experiences 
with books are beneficial in many important ways. As Dorothy 
Butler says in the introduction to her book Babies Need Books: "I 
believe that books should play a prominent part in children's lives 
from babyhood; that access to books through parents and other 
adults greatly increases a child's chances of becoming a happy and 
involved human being". In the South Pacific Region however, some 
children do not get the opportunity to enjoy many books and, even 
at school, formal language lessons are often considered to be more 
important than listening to stories or reading them. English is a 
second language for most children in the South Pacific Region and 
storybooks in the vernacular languages are rare. 

In 1980 Warwick B. Elley and Francis Mangubhai conducted a 
"Book Flood" in Fiji Primary Schools and, in their report The 
Impact of a Book Flood in Fiji Primary Schools there is evidence 
showing how children who took part in a Shared Book Programme 
or in a Sustained Silent Reading Programme made significantly bet
ter progress in Reading Comprehension, English Structures and 
Listening Comprehension than did children in the Control Group 
who continued to have conventional English lessons. During the 
second year of the Book Flood progress continued to accelerate and 
writing improved as well as reading and oral language. 
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Jane Ricketts (1981) carried out an investigation into "The Effect of 
Listening to Stories on Comprehension and Reading Achievement" 
with Class 5 children in Suva schools. Children who experienced 
daily story listening sessions made greater gains than children who 
continued the normal English programme. 

Evidence from these research projects suggests strongly that listen
ing to stories and sharing books is educational, for language im
proves and comprehension increases. 

Reading is also a pleasurable activity that provides personal enrich
ment and helps children to understand the world and themselves. 
"Books can be bridges between children and parents and children 
and the world." (Butler, 1980). Through stories children can learn to 
deal with their own emotions and fears; they learn that other people 
share their problems and that to be angry or jealous or sad or 
frightened is natural. Through stories mankind expresses and shares 
happiness and sorrow and children learn that problems can be over
come, that courage and persistence are rewarded and wickedness 
punished. Children who have seldom heard stories have missed out 
on opportunities to empathise with others and to externalise their 
own feelings. 

The present study was undertaken in the belief that children's litera
ture could bring about beneficial changes in children who have often 
faced great personal difficulties and who live in an institution. The 
hypotheses that were tested were: 

1. That regular, pleasurable experience with children's litera
ture is of educational benefit to children in an institution. 

2. That regular pleasurable experience with children's litera
ture improves a child's feelings about himself and enables 
him to cope better with the circumstances of his life. 

Educational gains could be measured by objective testing of lan
guage development but intangible qualities such as happiness and 
social development are not readily accessible to such testing. There
fore anecdotal records were kept during the year in an effort to 
record responses to books and changes in social and emotional 
behaviour. 

SITUATION 
St. Christopher's is a children's home at Naulu, Suva, run by an 
Anglican order, The Community of the Sacred Name. Sister Clare 
Masina is in charge and she is helped by 6 other sisters, 2 novices, 2 
postulants and 1 other adult. The children range in age from babies 
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to teenagers and are generally referred to the home because they are 
orphaned or because their families have problems and cannot care 
for them. Often they have lived in deprived circumstances and have 
suffered malnutrition, and ill-treatment. With the care they receive 
at St. Christopher's their lives become more normal. They attend 
schools nearby or in Suva, some 9 miles away. There are 50 children 
altogether; 38 of them attend school. 

English is the main language used at St. Christopher's Home though 
it is the second language for all except two of the care-givers. Other 
sisters and novices speak Fijian, Tongan or Hindi as their first 
language but need to use English to communicate with the children 
or with each other. Children who have been at the home since they 
were babies are unilingual though those attending Indian schools 
learn some Hindi at school. Children who come to St. Christopher's 
already speaking Hindi become bilingual in English because this is 
necessary for their everyday needs at the Home. 

SUBJECTS 

All the children at the Home from the nursery children to the 
teenagers were permitted to use the books and attend story sessions. 
The 19 children attending Primary School in August 1981 were the 
subjects for investigation. They ranged in age from 7 to 11 years and 
in class level from Class 2 to Class 5. They attended different 
schools, seven of them attended multi-racial schools where English 
was the medium of instruction while the others attended schools 
where Hindi was taught as well. Many of them faced difficulties at 
school stemming from administrative problems and from the 
teaching programme. Several children did not begin school until they 
were eight or more because of enrolment and birth certificate prob
lems; birth dates were not available in some cases and in other cases 
were not considered to be reliable.These children did not have a 
class programme adjusted to their needs. They were expected to 
learn to read from the the reader stipulated for their class which 
meant that they worked at frustration level with little hope of normal 
progress. Children frequently regress and lose their initial reading 
skills when this happens (Clay, 1979). Twelve of the nineteen chil
dren were reading below class level at the beginning of the project, 
and for these reasons and because of the personal difficulties they 
have faced many of the children are emotionally and linguistically 
very immature. 
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PROCEDURE 

Outline: 
In August 1981, 19 pupils attending Primary School were tested for 
oral language, reading ability and general ability. For one year ex
perimental treatment in the form of accessible storybooks and story 
reading sessions was carried out by two researchers. Anecdotal 
records were kept of group and individual behaviour and in Septem
ber 1982 the same tests were given to measure educational changes. 

Pre-Tests: 

1. Record of Oral Language. This is a sentence repetition test 
adapted by Elley from a New Zealand test (Clay et al, 1976). 
Children repeat orally a series of 28 English sentences graded 
according to complexity of structure. This test was used in the 
Niue Evaluation and in the Book Flood Project and is a test of 
general language mastery. It is administered individually. 

2. Word Recognition Test. This test was designed by Elley for the 
South Pacific Region and consists of 50 graded words which 
pupils have to recognise and pronounce correctly. It was used in 
the Niue evaluation and in the Book Flood Project where it 
provided a reliable measure of changes in reading levels. 

3. Writing Vocabulary. In this test children write as many words as 
they can in ten minutes. This test is from The Early Detection of 
Reading Difficulties, Clay 1979. It is a good measure of visual 
learning and highly related to progress in reading. 

4. General Ability. The Raven Coloured Progressive Matrices Test 
was used as a test of mental development. This non-verbal test 
is suitable for children up to the age of eleven. The total score is 
interpreted as an age norm and the child is then classified by 
Grades ranging from Grade 1 or intellectually superior to Grade 
V or intellectually defective. 

5. Reading Level. A Reading Inventory was compiled from the 
South Pacific Commission Junior Readers used by the children 
in school. In the Fiji programme one book is used each term 
with some schools beginning Book 1 in Term 1, Class 2, some 
beginning in Term 2 but then reading four books the following 
year. For the purposes of determining reading level three books 
were considered to be a year's work and the Class 6 text Listen, 
Speak, Read and Write was included at the top end. Records 
were made as the children read and if text was read at Easy 
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Level (over 95p.c. accuracy) or at Instructional Level (between 
90 to 95p.c. accuracy) this was taken as the child's present 
reading level. 

Pre-test results can be seen in Table 1. 

Organisation: 
With the help of funds from the Fiji Gas Endowmend Fund and 
the Fiji Sixes Charity Fund storybooks were purchased and 
arranged in the dormitory so that they could be used freely. The 
two researchers came to the Home twice a week to run story 
sessions when, the children arrived home from school. Sessions 
lasted approximately an hour; stories were read for thirty to 
forty minutes and then children were free to look at books, 
listen to more stories individually or in small groups or to talk or 
read to the researchers. 

For several months a male Peace Corps Volunteer helped with 
the story reading; it was considered that the children would 
benefit greatly from listening to a man as it would help the boys 
appreciate that story reading can be a male pursuit too. A 
novice was asked to supervise the programme at other times 
carrying out more story reading sessions with several helpers 
and ensuring that the books were cared for. 

Books: 

An attempt was made to provide the best in children's literature 
bearing in mind Geoffrey Trease's definition: "A good children's 
book is one which uses language skilfully to entertain and to 
represent reality, to stimulate the imagination or to educate the 
emotions." 

Many of the titles recommended by Dorothy Butler were used 
as well as books used in the Fiji Book Flood and other literacy 
projects carried out by the Institute of Education. Hard back 
editions of such classics as The Very Hungry Caterpillar and 
Each Peach Pear Plum were included as well as Picture Puffins 
so that the children would have the experience of handling both 
expensive and cheaper editions of good books. Dr. Seuss Begin
ner Books and Price Milburn Storyreaders were chosen for per
sonal reading, Dick Bruna and alphabet books were selected for 
the youngest, Ladybird Folk Tales for the older children and 
Tintin Books for the teenagers. 
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Post-Tests: 
Sixteen of the nineteen children were retested in September 1982 using all 
the same tests. The remaining three children were given four of the same 
tests together with the Standard Progressive Matrices which was substi
tuted for the Coloured Progressive Matrices because the children were by 
then over eleven years of age, and the latter test would therefore be un
suitable. 

TABLE 1 — TEST RESULTS 
Record of Oral Word Test Writing 

Name Date of Birth Class in 1982 Language(28) Book Level (50) Vocabulary 

Entry End Entry End Entry End Entry End 

Surma 

Mary 

Robin 

Joseline 

Sabin 

Satya 

Elly 

Bui 

Kamlesh 

Liku 

Roshni 

Suman 

Maria 

Narayan 

Anita 

John 

David 

Ronald 

Nicholas 

8.1.72 

2.1.72 

5.2.74 

17.3.75 

6.5.72 

11.5.73 

20.8.71 

1.1.72 

1.12.72 

4.7.70 

30.12.70 

5.8.70 

4.2.73 

24.7.73 

11.11.73 

3 

3 

3 

3 

4 

4 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

6 

6 

6 

6 

3 

3 

4 

4 

23 

10 

6 

20 

18 

20 

8 

20 

27 

21 

21 

27 

26 

26 

20 

10 

16 

13 

13 

26 

15 

20 

24 

19 

25 

16 

28 

26 

22 

26 

26 

27 

27 

26 

16 

14 

19 

17 

1 

1 

1 

1 

6 

3 

3 

8 

6 

3 

5 

12 

12 

12 

— 

— 

— 

— 

6 

5 

3 

5 

9 

7 

11 

12 

12 

12 

12 

15 

15 

15 

3 

-

— 

— 

5 

3 

1 

2 

18 

9 

27 

32 

28 

19 

24 

48 

48 

48 

5 

— 

— 

— 

37 

19 

4 

23 

36 

35 

43 

41 

43 

41 

29 

49 

50 

50 

7 

— 

3 

— 

15 

2 

4 

8 

23 

18 

4 

22 

39 

21 

19 

30 

50 

50 

8 

2 

2 

3 

32 

27 

14 

23 

29 

19 

14 

40 

59 

68 

21 

73 

48 

48 

14 

6 

17 

4 

5 
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RESULTS 
Table 1 shows the Pre-Test and Post-Test scores for the nineteen children 
taking part in the project. Fifteen of them improved in reading level and in 
most other measures of language. Four boys who were non readers in 
1981 were still non readers in 1982 though they showed gains in writing 
vocabulary and three of them showed gains in oral language. 

The mean gain in Book Level was 3.58. As three books are read each year 
in class the group made more than a year's progress in book reading. 
When the non readers are omitted there is a gain of 4.66 books or 20 
months' progress in 12 months. 

A paired sample test (Table 2) shows that gains in the three language tests 
were at the 1 p. c. level. As Kamlesh, Suman, Maria and Narayan scored at 
ceiling level on the Record of Oral Languge results are given for the whole 
group and then for the remaining fifteen. There is a mean gain of 3.89 (t — 
4.37) and 4.93 (t = 5.19) respectively. The Word Recognition Test 
showed an increase of 10.16 (t = 4.39) and the open ended Writing 
Vocabulary Test an increase in mean of 12.69 (t = 3.98). 

There were only slight changes in scores in the test of general ability; 
seven children increased their levels, ten stayed the same and there were 
two decreases. 

TABLE 2 — COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES ON TESTS 

Record of Oral 
Language 

Record of Oral 
Language 

Word Recognition 
Test 

Writing Vocabulary 

N 

19 

15 

19 

19 

Pre-Test 
Mean 

18.16 

15.93 

16.68 

16.84 

S.D. 

6.56 

5.48 

17.58 

15.94 

Post-Test 
Mean 

22.05 

20.86 

26.84 

29.53 

S.D. 

4.77 

4.70 

18.95 

21.02 

Paired Sample 
t 

4.37 

5.19 

4.39 

3.98 

DISCUSSION 

An informal story reading and book programme brought about beneficial 
educational progress for fifteen out of nineteen children included in the 
study. They made more progress in a year than would have normally been 
expected and, if it is recalled that eight of the fifteen subjects, were read-
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ing below class level before the experiment with little chance of progress, 
this is pleasing. Thirteen of these children are now reading at their class 
level or beyond and this should make a difference to their progress at 
school. 

The four boys who did not improve were in Class 3 and 4 at school and 
were not receiving any remedial help. They attended story sessions 
happily but were usually eager to leave afterwards. David did develop a 
small writing vocabulary while Nicholas, Ronald and John improved in 
the Record of Oral Language and slightly in Writing Vocabulary. 

One non-reader improved during this informal programme. At school in 
Class 6 Anita was trying to read the prescribed English language text Lis
ten, Speak, Read and Write. She did not appear to be particularly in
terested in reading sessions and never stayed for extra listening or help. 
However she was trying to read the simplest books, such as the Dr. Seuss 
series, for herself and this effort brought about a beneficial change. 
Though still at a beginning level, she has met some success at last and with 
encouragement and opportunity may continue to improve. 

In a study such as this it was not possible to have a control group but 
children at a school similar to that attended by the St. Christopher's chil
dren were tested on the Record of Oral Language and on the Word Test in 
order to estimate a year's growth. A random sample of sixty children from 
Classes 2,3 and 4 were tested on the Record of Oral Language and mean 
gains of 2.1 were made each year compared with mean gains for the St. 
Christopher's group of 3.89 and 4.93. With the Word Test the compara
tive groups made a mean gain of 5.4 between Class 2 and 3 and 21.1 be
tween Class 3 and 4. The estimate would therefore be 13.25 a year while 
the St. Christopher's group made a mean gain of 15.67 (excluding the 
three pupils who reached the 'ceiling' on the pretest). 

During the story-reading sessions and during discussion time after
wards, the children's behaviour was observed and their spontaneous 
comments were recorded. To begin with, their behaviour and com
ments tended to show improved emotional and linguistic maturity. 
For example, on 21 September, 1981 one of the researchers has 
commented in her diary, "some of the children became restless and 
fights broke out from time to time." By December 1981 there is no 
further reference to fights and the phrase "the children listened 
well," occurs more frequently than "the children were restless." 

An example of improved linguistic maturity can be seen in the recorded 
comments ofLiku, agirl aged 10. On 1 October, 1981 she asked, "Mrs. M 
will you bring Sly Fox and Red Hen please?" When asked, "Haven'tyou 
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got that one?" she replied, ''No, we've got, The Little Red Hen but not Sly 
Fox and Red Hen.'' This request shows her interest in the stories and the 
fact that she was using the books left for the children after the story ses
sions. The two titles referred to, belong to the Ladybird Easy-Reading 
' 'Well-Loved Tales" series and are both labelled Grade I in order of read
ing difficulty. Almost seven months later on 23 April, 1982 the same girl 
asked the researchers to finish reading the story, "The Emperor's Night
ingale" which had been left unfinished at the end of the previous story 
session. Unlike the other children who voted to leave the story unfinished 
until the story reader who had begun it could return to finish it for them, 
she went to each researcher in turn and asked to have the story completed. 
She made the same request at the next session on 26 April when the origin
al reader was again absent. Finally, when he returned on 29 April, she 
gave him the book opened at the correct page so that he could finish it for 
her. Her persistence reveals her interest in the story which has developed 
from the satisfaction she has gained from listening to stories on previous 
occasions. A comparison of the two books requested suggests that she is 
moving towards linguistic maturity. The second one was Shirley Green-
way's retelling of Hans Anderson's story, The Emperor's Nightingale 
published in the Piccolo Picture Classics series. This story is much longer 
than the first request (Sly Fox and Red Hen in the Ladybird series) and 
contains much more difficult vocabulary. Although the first request was 
for a book to be left with her and the second was for a story to be completed 
aloud, in both cases she wanted to hear the story read aloud first at the 
time of asking and clearly The Emperor's Nightingale makes more de
mands of the listener than does Sly Fox and Red Hen. 

Favourite Books: 

The books listed below are the titles, and, in afew cases, the series, named 
by the children as their favourites. Some of these are books the children 
have enjoyed listening to while others are books they enjoy because they 
can read them themselves. (Father, and Cinderella in the I Can Read 
series) may fit both categories. 

Twenty titles are listed which can be divided into the following over
lapping groups. The figures indicate the number of children who gave this 
type as their favourite story. 

Animal Stories 13 
Traditional Fairy Stories (including the Ladybird Series) 10 
Stories with repetition, rhythm or rhyme 8 
Dr. Seuss 7 
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Best Books: 
Ferdinand the Bull 2 
Cat in the Hat 2 
The Owl and the Woodpecker 
Are You My Mother 3 
Put Me In the Zoo 
Brown Bear 
500 Hats of Bartholomew Cubbins 
Jack and the Beanstalk 
Babar 2 
Snow White 2 
Father (Caption Book) 
Tikki Tikki Tembo 
The Little Red Engine 7 
Crazy Charlie 
Little Red Riding Hood 2 
Ladybird Books 3 
Cinderella (I Can Read) 
Rose Red 
Tintin 
Captain Pugwash 

CONCLUSION 

An informal story reading programme brought about significant educa
tional and social changes among children in an institution where many of 
them were suffering from educational and emotional handicaps. Thirteen 
out of nineteen primary school children are now reading at class level or 
above, one reads just below class level and is having extra help and 
another older girl is beginning to read. Only four boys did not improve in 
measurable ways; this informal reading programme was not enough to 
enable them to overcome their difficulties. 
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